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Felipe Cohen
Sistemas para o poente

17 September - 5 November 2022

On September 17th at 4PM at Kubikgallery (Rua da Restauração nº6, Porto) opens
the exhibition “Sistemas para o poente” by Felipe Cohen.
In “Sistemas para o poente”, Felipe Cohen presents a set of paintings from the
series “Pálpebras” and two shop windows. The exhibition seeks to work on the
phenomenon of reflection as an element that is both constructive and symbolic. In
the paintings, this happens from the articulation of circular shapes with horizontal
lines that cross them, suggesting different spatial possibilities of sunset
landscapes. In the windows, reflection enters as a ghostly element that relates to
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Felipe Cohen (1976, São Paulo, Brasil)
Felipe Cohen's practice develops from the tension between traditional and
contemporary forms of entertainment the artistic object and from the study and
rescue of recurring problems in the history of art of reinterpreting and updating its
meanings in the present. This combination of means of articulating materials
occurs between nobles and objects, thus, the more they are forced to do so by
paradoxes, the more common of all classical types and genres in a dialectical
process.
Graduated in Drawing and Sculpture from Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado,
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São Paulo, SP, presented at Galeria Millan, São Paulo, SP (2013, 2016 and 2019); at
Kubikgallery, Porto, Portugal (2017); Arco Madrid, Spain (2016); Morumbi Chapel,
São Paulo, SP (2013); at Centro Universitário Maria Antonia, São Paulo, SP (2006),
among other spaces.
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